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with simulations, and preferences for team and role. 
While the registration process took place, a Facebook 
group was created to host the world politics encounters, 
and separate groups were set up for each team. All partic-
ipants were divided into four political teams: Iran and Is-
rael as regional states, the Palestinians as a nonstate actor, 
the United States as a superpower, and one media team: 
the Global Crescent. Each team had 3– 5 participants.

The schedule included two synchronous rounds of ne-
gotiations among teams with reassessment breaks in each 
and a two- week interim period between them. The interac-
tions were activated by a scenario with activity triggers for 
all teams and relevant information on both the Iranian and 
the Palestinian issues.

In the first round on the Gulf nuclear topic the situation 
mirrored real- world affairs between these adversaries and 
events developed along the path we planned for the sim-
ulation. However, during the interim break between syn-
chronous rounds on Facebook, the political leaders in Iran 
debated the strategy of direct contacts with Israel, decided 
to propose secret negotiations to the Israeli foreign min-

ister, and indicated that they were willing to make serious 
compromises, which eventually led to a breakthrough in 
the second round of world politics. Israel reciprocated 
with a risky decision of its own and agreed to join the 
back-channel we opened on Facebook to host these se-
cret negotiations. So, while the media professionals were 
actively building up a “clash of civilizations” agenda be-
tween Israel and Iran, top decision- makers behind closed 
doors were bridging gaps. After the agreement was nailed 
down, we requested the teams not to rush to the press, as 
they had originally wanted to do, but to hold off on pub-
lication of the accord, and a personal handshake, for the 
San Diego meeting. This delay triggered genuine surprise 
and the agreement was one of the most exciting points in 
the face- to- face gathering at the panel.

At the same time the negotiations on the Palestinian 
statehood issue gradually advanced along the two- state 
solution path. Major developments followed the track 
paved by the scenario, although the topics of agreement 
and the specifics of the actual document were a result of 
heated confrontations and nerve- wracking efforts to by-

TABLE A2. Middle East Cyber Simulation

Attributes Details

Topic Current affairs in the Middle East and the Gulf, including the Iranian quest for nuclear status and the  
Palestinian quest for statehood

Educator goals Bridging across distances and diverse participants’ locations, by interacting on Facebook
Making the entire process and all its information instantly available, backed up and retrievable for study and 
research

Dates Eight months in total
September 2011: registration announcement
February 7, 2012: two-hour cyber round on Facebook
February 27, 2012: two-hour cyber round on Facebook
April 2, 2012: face- to- face debriefing at the ISA San Diego conference

Participants ISA members from across the globe, all on a voluntary basis
100 applicants, 59 registered members, 20 active players came to the ISA panel

Platform Full cyber simulation with an intensive face- to- face debriefing session at the ISA conference. The cyber simu-
lation was conducted on Facebook, and supplemented by a designated website, e-mails in early preparations 
and various applications like YouTube, Skype and Google Drive throughout the simulation

Rounds Two rounds of world politics with two sessions each, a short reassessment break within each round and a 
longer interim break between them

Political teams Planned for twelve teams, reduced to four: Iran and Israel as regional states, the Palestinians as a nonstate 
actor, the U.S. as a superpower

5 participants per team

Media teams One team: The Global Crescent network

Feedback Registration and world politics forms

Debriefing An innovative panel at the ISA San Diego conference

Assessment Appraisal of the project with adjustments included and tested in the 2014 and 2015 simulation runs between 
ISA scholars

Research papers by simulation coordinators and collaborators on modes of assessment
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